
5 EVOLUTION: A FORK IN THE ROAD

We tend  to  think  of  life  as  corporeal  and  biological.  It's  almost  as  though  a  positing  of

“incorporeal” life, or non-biological life, is a contradiction of terms. Modern physical science

relegates this subject to the realm of religionists, spiritualists, kooks and weirdos.

From the perspective of the physical senses, there is no such thing as incorporeal life.

So, how can a modern thinker approach this issue in an intelligent way? ... is there evidence

of any kind to support the proposition?

Many of us appear to believe in an afterworld. I've heard American Indians, Africans,

Protestants  and  others  all  refer  to  the  “spirit  world”  where  their  ancestors  abide.  Large

amounts of  money are spent on séance holders,  spiritual  “mediums”,  psychics and other

dubious practitioners by people wishing to communicate with deceased loved ones.

But  does  the widespread belief  in  an afterworld provide a  modern  thinker with a

rational basis from which to deduce or comprehend an incorporeal mode of life? No.

For me, the  Scriptures provide a rational gateway to help us start to wrap our head

around the subject. I think it's valuable for us to take a look there.

In the Old Testament, as recounted in the fourth chapter of Second Kings, Elisha brings

a boy who has been dead quite a while back to life. Being summoned by the boy's mother, he

comes to her house right away—

“And when Elisha was come into the house, behold, the child was dead, and laid 

upon his bed. He went in therefore, and shut the door upon them twain, and prayed 

unto the Lord . . .



And he went up, and lay upon the child, and put his mouth upon his mouth, and

his eyes upon his eyes, and his hands upon his hands: and he stretched himself upon the

child; and the flesh of the child waxed warm.

“Then he returned, and walked in the house to and fro; and went up, and 

stretched himself upon him: and the child sneezed seven times, and the child opened his 

eyes.”

The New Testament gives an account of Jesus bringing at least three people who were

dead  back  to  life.  The  first,  as  recounted  in  the  ninth  chapter  of  Matthew,  is  of  Jairus'

daughter:

”And when Jesus came into the ruler's house, and saw the minstrels and the 

people making a noise, he said unto them, give place: for the maid is not dead, but 

sleepeth. And they laughed him to scorn . . .

 But when the people were put forth, he went in, and took her by the hand, and 

the maid arose.”

After  that,  he  had  occasion  to  come  into  a  town where  a  funeral  procession  was

carrying  the  copse  of  a  woman's  only  son  out  of  the  city.  The  seventh  chapter  of  Luke

describes the scene:

“And when the Lord saw her, he had compassion on her, and said unto her, weep 

not. And he came and touched the bier: and they that bare him stood still.

And he said, young man, I say unto thee, Arise. And he that was dead sat up, 

and began to speak.”

And then, toward the end of his ministry he brought a man back to life who had been

dead four days:



 Then they took away the stone from the place where the dead was laid. And Jesus 

lifted up his eyes, and said, Father, I thank Thee that Thou hast heard me.

And I knew that Thou hearest me always: but because of the people which stand 

by I said it, that they may believe that Thou hast sent me. And when He thus had 

spoken, he cried with a loud voice, Lazarus, come forth.

And he that was dead came forth, bound hand and foot with graveclothes: and 

his face was bound about with a napkin. Jesus saith unto them, Loose him, and let him 

go.” (John 11)

After this, Jesus' history comes to a close with the account of his resurrection from his

own death, followed by his ascension into a purely spiritual, incorporeal state of being.

The New Testament also gives accounts of Peter and Paul raising the dead, both found

in the book titled The Acts of the Apostles. In the ninth chapter we read about a beloved

church member named Tabitha (Dorcas) who had died as the result of an illness.

After her friends washed her and carried her body to an “upper chamber”, they heard

that Peter was close by, and sent for him with the hope that he could come raise her from

death. He responded immediately, following the messengers to Dorcas' house:

“And when he was come, they brought him into the upper chamber: and all the 

widows stood by him weeping, and showing the coats and garments which Dorcas made,

while she was with them

But Peter put them all forth, and kneeled down, and prayed; and turning him to 

the body said, Tabitha, arise. And she opened her eyes: and when she saw Peter, she sat 

up.”



Following this, in the twentieth chapter, we find Paul in Troas preaching late into the

night—

“And there sat in a window a certain young man named Eutychus, being fallen 

into a deep sleep: and as Paul was long preaching, he sunk down with sleep, and fell 

down from the third loft, and was taken up dead.

 And Paul went down, and fell on him, and embracing him said, Trouble not 

yourselves; for his life is in him. And they brought the young man alive, and were not a 

little comforted.”

This final Scriptural instance of the dead being brought back to life has the unique

quality of having been witnessed by Luke, who, at this point in the narrative of the book of

Acts, is writing in the first person.

While none of the foregoing Scriptural accounts provide the kind of scientific physical

evidence a modern thinker would require in order to establish in his mind unquestionable

credibility or legitimacy, yet I believe that they, taken all together, do provide a weight of

suggestiveness.

I  think  they  suggest  that  our  commonly  accepted  biological  model  of  life  is  one-

dimensional, and does not take into account other factors. So, what might these other factors

be?

Well, for starters, how about the fact that a physical healing, that is to say an actual,

obvious and undeniable change of physical state, which is gained through spiritual (mental)

activity alone,  proves that the laws of Physics and Chemistry are not the only laws affecting

our existence—that there are higher, spiritual laws which supersede them. I myself, and other

people I know, have experienced this type of healing.



Also, one cannot deny that there is a fairly large literature devoted to the recording of

people's experiences having to do with dying—that is, being clinically dead for some period

of time, and then coming back into human life.

It is true that some of these writings have a rather fanciful, anecdotal flavor, and that

the  religious  beliefs  of  some  of  the  persons  telling  their  story  appear  to  dominate  and

determine their experience; but it is also true that there appear to be definite  commonalities

between  most  of  the  various  testifiers  which  give,  it  seems  to  me,  a  certain  weight  of

credibility to the reports when taken as a whole.

These commonalities include an unusually brilliant sense of light; a pervading warmth;

an indescribable peace; beautiful music; and a recognition of deceased loved ones.

Since physical science has no way of measuring and accounting for these experiences,

all it can do is deny their existence. But should this attitude of disinterest and constant denial

be acceptable to the modern thinker? It seems to me that a progressive person would want to

be open to all the information available to him, in order to be able to form an enlightened

opinion.

For me, since I have experienced definite physical healing through spiritual means;

and since the life-after-death literature reveals an undeniable consistency in certain aspects;

and since the Scriptures contain several accounts of the dead being brought back to life; these

informational elements, taken all together, give to me a sense that this subject is, at the least,

definitely  worth  looking  into,  and,  at  best,  an  extremely  inspiring  fact  of  our  human

experience.

What is incorporeal Life? To me, it is God—a benign creator, a loving heavenly Father

and Mother ...  it  is  spiritual light tinged with beauty; the profound warmth and peace of

living in harmony with all other beings; usefulness and purposefulness in laboring for the

cause of Truth.



Supreme Life includes, for me, the rapture of a music of expanding melody, harmony,

rhythm and counterpoint, all expressing the tenderness and  joy of our cherishing Eternal.

supreme Truth

In response to Pilate's interrogations, Jesus said,

“To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that I should 

bear witness unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice.” (John 18)

What truth was he referring to? The truth that there was a terrible amount of social

injustice and suffering under the brutal Roman occupation of Israel at that time? The truth

that  his  family  had  gone  into  hiding  in  Egypt  after  he  was  born  to  escape  Herod's

persecution? The truth that most of the people in the town where he grew up thought of him

as a phony?

No ... I think it was a special kind of truth to which he was referring—a revolutionary

truth that would take mankind by the ears and shake it until there was no more ignorance, sin

or fear left to fight against God's sweet government. A truth that was not carnal, but divine;

not centered around self, but centered around healing others; not corporeal, but spiritual.

Truth that was worth living for,  and dying for.  Truth that  made the torture of  his

crucifixion  worthwhile  ...  the  true  balm  of  Gilead—cleansing  lepers,  raising  the  dead,

bringing profound comfort to the grief-stricken, reforming those lost in the helplessness of

sin.

I  think it  is  this  special,  revolutionary nature of  the truth he was referring to  that

prompted him to make that comment, “Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice.”



While he yearned that all persons everywhere would immediately take hold of this

Truth of his, this Truth that is God Himself, he knew this would not be the case: some people

would take hold, while others would not; some families and nations would joyfully progress

in its acceptance, while others would obstinately decline in its denial; some centuries, and

even millennia, would show great spiritual advancement, while others would retrograde.

Behind the spiritual power, love and joy which must have filled his eyes as he trod the

dusty pathways of the Galilean Sea, healing the crippled and giving sight to the blind, it

seems to me there must also have been an unimaginable sadness, combined with patience: an

agonizing  sorrow,  perhaps  worse  than the  agony of  his  crucifixion,  to  know how much

suffering mankind would endure before finally yielding to and taking hold of supreme Truth,

God; and a patience flowing from the sea-bottom depths of his understanding of the human

mind—a patience ready and willing to wait almost an eternity, if need be, to see the fruition

of his life-work.

infinite Love

I think it's fair to say that the love we're generally accustomed to is finite love. Finite

love is limited love. A limited number of people loving us. A limited amount or consistency of

love coming from the people who do love us. A love that is given or withheld according to

our fulfilling of certain conditions.

And in terms of  our ability to  love others,  pretty much the same story:  we love a

limited number of people; the amount and consistency of love going out from us to other

people is limited; and our love for others is based upon them fulfilling certain conditions.

Is it possible for us to conceive of, or begin to manifest, an in-finite love? What would

that entail? For example, is it possible for us to love people we don't know, people we've

never met?



What would that kind of love feel like? ... where would that sort of love come from in

terms of  our emotions and psyche? If  our ability to love even the people we know is  so

limited, why would we even bother to try to love people we've never met? Is it possible to

relate to this concept as anything more than an abstract idea?

I think the answer is yes, it is possible, and a good example are those among us who

feel called to go into nursing. Florence Nightingale and Mother Teresa were representative of

this  type  emotional  and  psychological  orientation  which  spends  its  day  caring  for  those

unknown to them.

It's true that within the universe of people who are nurses, one finds that many are

mainly motivated by the remuneration and career opportunities available ... but there is a

minority are so deeply energized and fed by the activity  itself that they would do it even

without remuneration, if there were any way they could manage to keep a roof over their

head and food in the refrigerator while doing so. Let's take a look at this type of person.

I think the key here is that there is a euphoria which comes from completely sacrificing

one's  self-interests  in  the  pursuit  of  alleviating  another  person's  suffering.  For  example,

individuals on wartime battlefields have experienced and described this phenomenon ... and

not just the nurses and medics, but soldiers as well.

While ensconced in the hellacious nightmare of war, this type of total self-sacrifice in

caring for others can be a person's only link to preserving their sanity, and not preferring

death to the grotesque madness and suffering surrounding them.

But there are some of us who are drawn to the euphoria of unselfish ministering right

from the tranquility of their normal, relatively happy home environments. I think it is fair to

consider  these  people to  be the  genetic  mutations  who are actually  near  the forefront  of

mankind's evolutionary process, while seeming to be at the tail-end.



Why seeming to be at the tail-end? Because almost all earth's treasures are bestowed

upon ruthless intelligence rather than compassion; domination rather than unselfishness; cynical

money-scamming rather than sincerity; and egotistical self-enthronement rather than modesty.

Looking  at  those  four  advanced  attributes—compassion,  unselfishness,  sincerity,

modesty—one may readily ask, Can a person survive on this earth more than a handful of

years manifesting only these qualities? I think the answer is no.

If  that  evolutionarily  advanced person does  not  learn  other  qualities  such  spiritual

toughness, discernment of evil, and practical self-enablement, he or she will end up being squished

to death.

It seems to me that our evolutionary process is at a fork in the road right now. One

direction we might go is to become more and more cerebral, cynical, vicious, self-centered

and  self-destructive.  The  other  direction  we  might  go  is  to  become  more  and  more

compassionate, unselfish, sincere and modest. Hey everyone, it's up to us—which shall it be?

What's God's role in all of this? Well, the Scriptures say, “God is Love”(First John 4).

Could it be that divine Love is the source of the euphoria, the spiritual joy people feel as they

abandon self in ministering to the suffering of others? I sure think so—I think it's a glimpse of

God's nature as the very holiest Love they're experiencing.

The closer to Love's nature we grow, the less we think about feeding, clothing and

caring for ourselves, and the more we think about feeding and caring for others. This is true

progress for our race.

We have so far to go until we really learn what it means to be the image and likeness of

Love, God. But doesn't our suffering world give us the perfect laboratory in which to advance

in our education?

All of our money, labor and time should be devoted toward alleviating the sufferings

of mankind through demonstrating Love's nature.



As we do this, we grow into the state of  Homo Spiritualis, the state of a spiritualized

genus  of  human  beings—beings  who  have  learned,  through  struggles,  sufferings,  and  a

foundation  stone  of  spiritual  communion  with  Soul,  Spirit,  to  put  off  self-centeredness,

spiritual idleness,  self-justification and pride; and to put on humility,  self-sacrifice,  purity,

tender affection, and a tenacious devotion to healing mankind through the power of Love.


